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Coin Dryer Programming

To change programmed values or zero registers:

1.  Open the loading door
2.  Unlock the control tray, carefully slide the control tray assembly forward about three inches.        
Press the program switch.  (See Figure 4 ATop View of Controller@) Reinstall and lock the        
controller.  The controller is now in the program mode at the A00” step, displaying the hours run by the 
lower drum. Refer to the table defi ning the steps.) This value displayed can be reset to A0” or observed 
and left as is: Pressing the start switch will advance the controller through the fi fteen remaining steps 
allowing observation or alteration. Note that on any program change or reset it is necessary to advance to 
the next step by pressing the lower hot switch to enter the revision.  Otherwise the value will remain as it 
was before the alteration.

Coin Dryer Control / Operation

Description of Controls

Credit for coins deposited, dryer time and temperature are controlled by an electronic control.

The large digital display shows vend price of an idle dryer, time purchased after coins are deposited, 
temperature and program information.

The three red indicator lights show the drying temperature selected.  This selection may be made anytime.

The drying temperature will be displayed when the start switch and the switch for selected temperature 
are pressed at the same time.

All programmed data is protected from power interruption of any length, and the customer=s cycle is 
protected for up to 3 seconds.  This is done without batteries.

The 3 temperature buttons and the start button become programming switches when the controller is in 
the program mode as described below.
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Programming:

All operating parameters (vend price, temperatures, cool-down times, etc.) are adjustable. There are also 
several displays of information available from the controller (money audits, hours run, dryer temperature.)

The dryer is shipped ready for operation with the following pre-programmed data:

          Temperature, HOT: 175 F/ 78 C
          Temperature, MEDIUM: 150 F/ 63 C
          Temperature, Warm: 125 F/ 48 C
          Vend Price: 25 cents
          Time for Left Coin Slot: 3:20 (does not apply to single coin models)
          Time for Right Coin Slot: 10:00 (10 minutes for 25 cents)
          Time for Free Vend: 10:00
          Cool-down Time HOT: 2:00
          Cool-down Time MEDIUM: 2:00
          Cool-down Time, WARM: 2:00
          Temperature Scale F degrees

All of the above data can easily be changed by the owner.  The changes are made by the 4 keys or 
buttons on the front of the control panel.

Cycle Lights Display Programming Step
Options/
Range

Factory 
Settings

Hour Meter May be reset / 0 to 9999hr. 0

•H   •M   •W - - Left Coin Audit May be reset / 0 to 9999 coins 0

•H   •M   •W          - - Right Coin Audit May be reset / 0 to 9999 coins 0

•H              - Temprature Hot 150 to 190 Degrees F (5 degree increments) 175

        •M              - Temperature, Perm Press 120 to 170 Degrees F (5 degree increments) 150

                •W            - Temperature, Warm 110 to 150 Degrees F (5 degree increments) 125

- - Left Coin Value 0 to $99.99 Cents (1 Cent Increments) $0.10

         - - Right Coin Value 0 to $99.99 Cents (1 Cent Increments) $0.25

     - Vend Price 0 to $ 99.99 (1 Cent Increments) $0.25

- - - Time For Left Coin 0 to 99:55 (5 sec. increments) 10:00

    - - - Time For Right Coin 0 to 99:55 (5 sec. increments) 10:00

- Time Free Vend 0 to 99:55 (5 sec. increments) 10:00

•H   -     - Cool-Down Time Hot 0 to 10:00 (5 sec. increments) 2:00

        •M   --        
--

Cool-Down Time Med 0 to 10:00 (5 sec. increments) 2:00

                •W
--        -- Cool-Down Time Warm 0 to 10:00 (5 sec. increments) 2:00
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